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GLOBAL FORUM
OF SPIRITUAL AND PARLIAMENTARY LEADERS

ON HUMAN SURVIVAL

Mr. Iqbal Riza
Assistant Secretary Genera!
Office of the Secretary-General
United Nations

By Fax: 212-963-4679

Dear Mr Riza,

TIJLI§ i w is r«vL * ,
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- -•> B —^ «kl .. a* j* . i at* I 1™.'

EXkUTiVZ OFFICE
.OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

As you may note from the attached, the Global Forum, at the
r^ year a

^
We have

Mr. Fehim Adak, will be visiting New York from 15 to 17 January, 1997.
You might know that Minister Adak holds, after the Prime Minister, the
second most important position within the Islamic Weifajg^arty. His
responsibilities as Minister of State include all the economic attJvtties of
the country.

Last November, when I visited Turkey, Minister Adak, not only
received me warmly in my capacity as Executive Director of the Global
Forum, but also arranged for rue audiences with the Prime Minister and
other dignitaries of the Government. Since that time, Minister Adak has
been key for al! preparations of the regional Global Forum conference in
Konya.

On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Global Forum, I
thejr f̂orejntend tojhpst a tea party Tn~hohor of the
16th Janî î jrorn4:30 t̂ :30"p^^ 27 West 44th

tTin Niw'Ybrk Clty7 \ would be rnosf deKgtited if you oould
in his eent asja f̂rMnd .̂jto|L!̂ pbanForum'. Your company at

the Tea parly would be both a pleasure and an honor for us. Your
confirmation would be highly appreciated.

With high esteem and warm regards.
M1«=«aaiBiu»ealasanttlllB|KH

(iUJLU
Akio Matsumura
Executive Director

45»h Street OCKhFioor), NcwYoyfc, NY 10017. USA Tel: (212) 953-7947, Fax; <212) 557-2061
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GLOBAL FORUM OF SPIRITUAL AND PARLIAMENTARY

LEADERS ON HUMAN SURVIVAL

CENTRAL ASIAN CONFERENCE

At the invitation of the Government of Turkey, the Global Forum of Spiritual and

Parliamentary Leaders on Human Survival is convening a Central Asian Regional

Conference in trie ancient city of Kenya from 6 to 9 October, 1997. The Conference will be

opened by Prime Minister Erbakan of Turkey.

With its emphasis on independence and interdependence, the regional Conference at

Konya will start a cycle of events centered on matters of concern to both the realm of Islam,

comprising 25 percent of the world's population, and the West By bringing together

parliamentarians, representatives of Governments, and teaders of the business community

with spiritual leaders, the Conference will allow for an in-depth examination of spirituality and

social change as ft affects economic development The theme of the Conference \s of crucial

importance for the whole region of Central Asia, which is essentially Islamic in character.

Many of the States there hold enormous mineral arid oil energy resources but are yet far from

fully benefiting from this potential. The Conference has been convened In response to the

growing awareness that the spiritual and philosophical dimension of human interaction can

facilitate links where even modem forms of communications have failed. In this regard,

interpersonal dialogue between different sectors of the region wiH contribute to modernizing

state and civil society for socjoeconomic development.

The Central Asian Conference of the Global Forum provides a unique opportunity

* to learn about causes of cross-cultural tensions and conflicts
stemming from the absence of understanding of the profound
spiritual dimensions of the world of Islam;

* to design a framework for defusing conflicts and barriers of
culture that hinder successful business transaction in the region
of Central Asia; and

* to discuss long-term strategies in establishing a balance for
economic growth and human well-being into the twenty-first
century.
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What Is The Global Forum

The Global Forum is founded on the belief that survival In the next century depends on
coordinated action for change and on the recognition that all human beings are
interconnected. To bring about a measure of peace and ensure stability in the post Cold War
era, there must be a reconciliation among people and communities and their varying needs.

Established in 1985 to foster dialogue between spiritual arid political leaders - the twin
pillars of human society - the Global Forum has sponsored successful world conferences in
Oxford, England (1988), Moscow, then Soviel Union (1990), and Kyoto, Japan (1993).
Prominent among the participants at these conferences were eminent personalities, such as
Gro Harlem Brundtlandt, Vice President Al Gore, Mikhail Gorbachev, Holiness Dalai L&ma,
the Grand Mufti of Syria, Mother Theresa, Thornton Bradshaw, Armand Hammer, Albert
Reichman, Elie Wiesel, and Carl Sagan. The Global Forum has also cosponscred, with
Brazil's National Congress, the Parliamentary Earth Summit that preceded the United
Nations Conference or) Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. In addition,
it has sponsored seminars for scientists, artiste and the media. Finally, rt has held national
and regional seminars in many countries, including Indonesia, the Philippines, and the

United States,

The Global Forum has played a central role in the creation of a multicultural network of
distinguished Individuals,- dedicated to dismantling religious and political bia$ and barriers. It
has demonstrated that difficulties in the dialogue between government and religious leaders
can be overcome for the benefit of the entire community they serve.

After the'Conference in Kenya, another meeting, now under consideration lor Lyon,
France, will deal with the cultural and religious impact of population movements. A third, on
healing the wounds of war, is being proposed for the Gulf area.

The Global Forum of Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders
on Human Survival Is a hot-tor*profit501{cj(3) organization.
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